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CHAPTER I - Introduction 
The primary purpose o:f this ~tudy is to show the relationship 
between intelligence and the amount o:f gains made in remedial in-
struction. This study also wishes to :find out i:f there is any sig-
ni:ficant di:f:ference in gains made by pupils o:f di:f:ferent intelli-
gence levels after nine weeks instruction in a Remedial Reading 
Class;: to :find out i:f there is any signi:ficant di:f:ference in gains 
made by pupils o:f di:f:ferent chronological ages and mental ages. 
!he trend is not to admi. t pupils o:f low intelligence to rem.e-
dial classes. The belie:f is that these pupils o:f low intelligence 
are already working up to their capa.ci ty. They will not only re-
ceive no bene:fits from remedial instruction, but will also prevent 
pupils with high intelligence, who might benefit :from the class, 
:from receiving this instruction. So be:fore pupils are admitted to 
remedial classes the practice is to give them an intelligence test. 
Bettsl says, 
RRamedial instruction in reading is largely 
:for individuals with normal or superior intelli-
gence. ~ about twenty per cent o:f the retart-
ed readers have below normal intelligence. Not 
1. Betts, :&mnett, Foundations o:f Reading Instruction, New York, 
American Book Company, 1946. "J" ,1-:~ pp. ~~-+J· 
infrequently, however, individuals are referred for 
special help in reading ~;hen they do not have suf-
ficient mental maturity to profit from the instruc-
tion.n 
2 
However, many of our present day intelligence tests are loaded 
v.r:i..th reading material. It is only natural then that pupils who can-
not read will score low on these tests~ 
Durrell2 made a study of the influence of reading ability on 
intelligence measures. This is what he has to say: 
'~ith few exceptions, group intelligence tests 
in connnon use have a preponderance of items demand-
ing reading ability. Heasures of intelligence should 
be largely independent of variable environmental in-
fluences. Hakers of intelligent tests have apparent-
ly assumed that in a system of compulsory education 
all children have had equal opportunity to learn to 
read and that achievement in reading is in proportion 
to the native intellectual ability of the child. 11 
The results of this study follows: Of the one thousand child-
ren with complete records on all tests, (reading and intelligence) 
28.7 per cent were found to have reading ages one year or 1nore above 
their Stanford-Binet mental age, 15.2 per cent had readli1g ages 
within one year or more below their Stanford Binet mental ages, and 
the remainder, 51.1 per cent obtained reading ages -vrithin one year 
of their respective mental ages. These data seem to indicate that 
2. Durrell, Donald, 11The Influence of Reading Ability on Intel-
ligence Test Scores," Journti:l ·cd :ffiducational,Pszcholog, 24:412-416, 
September, 1933. 
3 
reading ability and mental ability, as determined by the tests used 
do not show equal growth for a large proportion of the children 
studied. 
In this study, children with superior reading accomplishment 
had lower IQ.1 s than the children with low reading accomplishment. 
Almost every study of accomplish quotient shows that children with 
low IQ1 s achieve more than would be expected f'or their mental ages 
and that children with high IQ1s usu.ally fail to make educational 
ages up to their mental ages. 
Durrell then compared the Binet IQ. with the Haggerty Intelli-
gence Examination. The Haggerty Delta II Intelligence Examination 
consists of' seven tests. Six tests with a. total of one hundred 
seventy-six i tams involving reading ability and one test. of' twenty 
items which demands no reading ability. The results were: IQ's 
derived from the Ea.ggerty Intelligence Tests go higher or lower 
than the Binet IQ•s as the reading accomplishment is higher or 
lower • 
.He then compared the Binet Tests 'With the. Otis Self-Administer-
ing Intermediate Examination. The Otis ExaJDina.tion contains seventy 
five items, all o£ which require reading. While the difference in 
IQ• s between the Stan.ford-Binet_ and the ~ is less than between 
the Sta.nf'ord-Binet and the Haggerty for similar groups, the tendency 
4 
for the Q:YJ! to follow the reading achievement is marked. 
In another study by Durrell3 a.nd Harrington, Mental Maturity 
Versus Perception Abilities in Primary Beading, discovered that 
mental age had little influence on success in reading achievement. 
They compared two groups, a high mental age group and low mental 
age group. The high group had a mean mental age of eight years 
and nine months as compared to seven years three moiltths for the 
low group; the two groups wre equal·in other perceptual abilities 
(auditory, visual, phonics); the difference of a year and a lJa.l.f in 
mental age produced only a difference of three words in reading 
vocabulary • 
Gates4 says this about remedial reading: 
"The pllrase 'remedial instruction 1 implies 
that it is a process of teaching for the purpose 
of remedying some difficulty- or deficiency. In 
current usage remedial instruction is the form 
of teaching undertaken to iln.prove abilities in 
which diagnosis has revealed deficiency. Reme-
dial reading is tlms intended to correct demon-
strated weaknesses, to remove inappropriate 
habits or to substitute a good technique for a 
poor one. 
In remedial instruction individual differ-
ences in abilities and difficulties are sought 
3. Durrell, Donald and Barrington, Ml.ry, "Mental Maturity 
Versus Perception Abilities in Primary Reading, rt Journal of Educ-
ational Pgychologz, 46:375-380, October, 1955. 
4e Gates, Arthur, The Improvement o£ Reading, New Y1:>rk: The 
Macmillan Company, 194 7. 
more extensively and thoroughly and remedial in-
struction consists in setting up a program to 
permit the ma.x:i.mum intensity of specialization 
to meet individual needs.• 
Barris5 says: 
1l:Any child whether mentally average or 
feebleminded is a suitable candidate for reme-
dial teaching when his reading age is definite-
ly below his mental age. However, one would 
na. tura:lly expect a smaller average improvement. 
Since reading comprehension is essentially 
reasoning, there is a close relationship be-
tween the intellectual ability of a person and 
the complexi. ty or difficulty of the reading 
matter that he should be able to understand. 
Provided that one has used an intelligence test 
that is not itself dependent upon reading abi-
lity, one can estimate fairly vell .from the 
child's mental age the level of comprehension 
to be normally expected of him. Subtracting 
five years .from the child • s mental age gives 
his expected grade placement in reading com-
prehension.•· 
Dolch6 has this to say about the causes of retardation of 
children in our schools today: 
liThe school thinks each and every child 
a worthwhile individual and 'Wishes to do the 
very best for him. Every school in the coun-
try contains remedial cases in reading, that 
is, children who are not up to their capacity. 
In spite of the very best of teaching and su-
pervision, there 'Will al"WaYs be cases of re-
tardation in reading. This is because there 
5 
5. Harris, Albert, How to Increase Reading Ability, New York, 
Long.ma.ns, Green and Company, 1947. P• 490. 
6. Dolch, Edward, A Manual of Remedial Reading, Champaign, 
Illinois, Garrard Press, 1945. PP• 310-315. 
• 
are certain things in children's lives that no 
teacher or school can control. We can only re-
medy their effects. Some of the causes are as 
follows: Absences through sickness, moving of 
parents, sizes of classes prevent the teacher 
from complete suc-cess with all pupils, bad ha-
bits of reading aDd unsympathetic homes. 
The presence of a remedial program shows 
that the school seeks to give every child the 
best development of 'Whic-h he is capable. a 
Strang 7 says: 
"Out of present conditions, special read-
ing groups have arisen. .For one reason or an-
other children have failed to make progress in 
reading in the regular classes. They become 
more aDd more retarded as they are pushed along 
through school, promoted b,y chronological age 
and social maturity instead of by achievemen~ 
commensurate with grade standards. Schools 
have met this problem by forming special groups 
in ~ch attention is given primarily to the 
improvement of reading. 
Between one and two per cent of the total 
population are so seriously retarded that they 
cannot be expected to reach beyolld fourth grade 
level of difficulty • ~to 
6 
CHAPTER II - Review o:r Research 
It is clear that remedial classes are needed, the causes :for 
remedial instruction are many. Some o:r the studies concerning gains 
made under remedial reading instruction will be presented. 
MCCUllough8 made a study e£ the Relationship Between Intelli-
gence and Gains in Reading Ability at the Edison High School in 
Minneapolis. 
During the second semester o:r the school year 1935-36 at the 
Edison High School in Minneapolis, a class o:r ninth grade students 
whose K11hlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test scores indicated intelli-
gence quotients ranging from 80 to 157, ~s organized :tor corrective 
work in reading comprehension. Fbr nine weeks, from February to 
April, 1936 the six girls and eighteen boys met :five class hours a 
week :tor corrective instruction. Di:f:ferent :forms o:t the new Stan-
:ford Reading Test and the Traxler Silent Reading Test were given at 
the beginning and at the end o:r the nine weeks o:r training. 
At the conclusion o:r the experiment, the average student in 
the group was reading 1.1 grade levels better according to these 
test than he had been be:fore training. o:r the group three boys had 
8. McCUllough, Constance, "Relationship Between Intelligence 
a.nCl Gains in Reading," Journal o:r Educational Psychology, 30:688-
692, January, 1939. 
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reading ages which exceeded their mental ages. These boys made more 
than average reading gains, their improvement being more than one 
grade in each case. The relationship between intelligence and read-
ing improvement on the Traxler Reading Test £or the entire group of 
twenty-five students w.s .00 by the Pearson Product :t-1oment Method 
of Correlation. Record of three boys whose reading age exceeded 
their mental age: 
PUPIL 
1 
2 
.3 
C. A. 
24-D 
24-9 
15-2 
Median for 
Class 24-5 
M. A. 
15-6 
1.3-D 
. 1.3-4 
15-6 
1st READING 
15-8 
1.3-9 
1.3-8 
1.3-5 
MEAN IMPROVEMENT 
1.5 
2.0 
1.3 
1.1 
IQ 
lll 
88 
88 
105 
Janes9 makes the following report from the school clinic which 
-was established in Camden, New Jersey for slow learners; From June, 
1949 to June, 1952 the clinic measured the reading progress of each 
child who had received instruction in a special class during that 
period, to determine what reading progress he had achieved. The 
following table gives a picture of those results in percentages. 
9. Janes, Paul, 11Is Remedial Reading Effective With Slow Learn-
ers0? The Training School Bulletin, 50:51-53, May, 195.3. 
9 
No. of IQ of %of % No. % % % 
YEAR Students Average Regres- Progress 1-5 6-11 1 Grade 
Child sion Months Months or More 
1948-49 106 70 1 17.0 17.0 23.5 4]..5 
1949-50 1.22 69 4 24.0 34.0 20.0 34.0 
1950-51 146 70 2.7 2.7 29.5 18.5 46.6 
1951-52 148 71 0 12.5 47.0 19.6 20.8 
TABLE SHOWING NUNBER OF MONTHS OF PROGRESS MADE BY THE MEDIAN 
STUDENT AND THAT MADE BY THE AVERAGE OF ALL THE STUDENTS EACH YEAR 
IQ OF ACHIEVEMENT OF ACHIEVEMEI~T OF 
AVERAGE MEDIAN AVERAGE 
CHILD CHILD CHILD 
1948-1949 70 9 10 
1949-1950 69 10 9 
1950-1951 70 6 10 
1951-1952 71 4 8 
!hese are Janes cona1us~ons, Any remedial program for students 
whose average IQ is 70 must be designed to fit their special needs, 
In this study, the date shows that many students who entered special 
classes for the first time made progress beyond prognosis based upon 
expected maturation alone. 
10 
In a study conducted at the State Normal Schoo1,10 Oswego, New 
YOrk, eleven girls and twenty-three boys made up the group of re-
tarded cases; The Stanford-Binet Individual Intelligence Test was 
given to each one in the remedial reading group. For sixteen out of 
thirt,y-four cases the chronological ages exceeded the corresponding 
mental ages by approximately twelve months or more. Nine showed 
mental retardation of approximately two years or more. 
According to the Terman classification thirteen (38%) of the 
thirty-four cases were dull or borderline in intelligence, while 
the remaining twent,y-one ( 62%) were normal or above. 
At the beginning o:f the six weeks tutoring period, the reading 
level of each child was secured by means o:f the New Stanford Achieve-
~ and the Gates Reading Tests. 
In order to determine the extent of the reading retarda tion
1 
the median reading age was compared with the mental age of" each 
child. Twenty-six of the thirty-f"our cases showed retardation rang-
ing f"rom six to thirty months. On the standarized tests eight cases 
had mental ages in excess of" thier reading ages. Of" these eight, 
six of" them had IQ 1 s below 100. The i"ollowing table shows the gains 
made af"ter the six weeks o:f extensive remedial reading. 
10. ltChallenging the Learner. n Elementary English Review, 15: 
149-158, April, 1938. 
ll 
GAINS IN READING AGES 
Months Gained Number o£ cases IQ o£ Cases 
43 1 92 
25 1 89 
19 1 77 
15 3 85, 98, 92 
ll 2 80, 130 
9 2 82 
8 1 77 
7 2 163, 100 
6 2 99,89 
5 6 94, 84, 72, 105, 90, 90 
4 3 88, 94, ll6 
3 6 96, 87, 91, 102, 101, 108 
2 2 82, 98 
Insufficient Data 2 78, ll7 
34 
Gains in reading ages ranges from tvo months to forty-three 
months. The IQ's ranged from 72-130. No set pattern is followed, 
however, one child with an IQ of 80 gained eleven months just as 
the child with an IQ of 130. It is probably true that everyone can 
improve his reading efficiency. In short, all learners can profit 
from systematic instruction in reading and study • 
Delacatoll and Delacato made the following study during a six 
weeks summer reading clinic at Chestnut Hill Academy, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.. 
ll. Delacato, Janice and Delacato, Carl, 11A Group Approach to 
Remedial Reading. 11 Elementary English, 29:142-149, March, 1952. 
-
• 
The group consisted of eleven boys ranging in age f'rom eight 
years and six months to thirteen years and eleven months, in grades 
three to eight ~o had been referred to a reading specialist or to 
a reading clinic because of reading retardation. Their IQ's ranged 
f'rom 98 to 124. They were all considered educational problems by 
their respective public or private schools located in Philadelphia 
or its suburbs. 
The new California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity (Ele-
mentary 194 7 S Form) and the Ga. tes Reading Survey for grades three 
to ten (Form II) -were administered to each boy on the first day of 
the session. The Gates Reading Survey for grades three to ten (Form 
I) was administered to each boy on the last day of the session. The 
table below shows the results of the remedial instruction. 
GAINS IN READING SCORES 
students c. A. IQ. 1st Reading Reading Score Gains 
Score After Course 
A 13-ll 93 3.6 4.6 1.0 B 1.3-2 103 7.1 8.3 1.2 c 12--9 124 7.6 8.6 1.0 D 12-0 ll7 4.7 5.5 .8 E ll-9 116 3.9 5.0 1.1 F ll- 9 104 o.o 3.0 3.0 G ll-2 102 3.2 3.5 .3 H 10-10 99 4.4 5.0 .6 I 9-9 108 2.5 3.8 1.3 J 9- 3 114 3.6 3.7 .1 K 8- 6 107 o.o 3.1 Jal Range l1edian Median Median 
98-124 3.6 4.6 1.0 
13 
The median reading gain made by the group during the six week 
session w.s 1.0 academic year. The mean reading gain made by the 
group during the six weeks session w.s 1.2 academic year. Boys with 
reading problems with the etiology diagnosed as 11imrna.ture" showed 
the least growth • 
.Redmount12 wrote the following study of a summer reading clinic, 
at the Pennsylvania State College, School of' Education, assisted by 
the Psychological Clinic during the summer of' 1947. Twenty-four 
children were selected f'or participation in the program. All of 
these children were ref'erred because of' dif'f'iculty in achievement in 
school, primarily related to reading. They varied in age f'rom eight 
to eighteen and in school grades f'rom two to twelve. The children 
were given a twent,y-f'ive hour a ~ schedule f'or a period of' six 
weeks designed to provide a program of' relatively inf'ormal activi-
ties in a congenial setting. 
Fach child had been administered either Form M of' t..l.:le Stanf'ord-
Binet Intelligence Test or the W§chsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test 
the first week of' the program. The scores f'or the group were varied 
from 70 to 124. The mean score f'or the group w.s 101 in a fairly 
12. Redmount, Robert, "Description and Evalua. tion of' A Cor-
rective Program f'or Reading Disability, n Journal of' Educational 
Pgychologr, 39:347-358, October, 1948. 
• 
normal distribution. The Traxler, the Gates Reading Survey, the 
Gates Primary and the Gates Advanced Primary Tests were used in the 
STUDY. 
An analysis of the original Rorschach records of the group re-
veals tbat two out of every three children had personality disturb-
ances which prevented them from making an adequate adjustment to 
their environment. 
An evaluation of changes in the reading test scores showed 
that forty-eight percent improved, whereas twelve percent showed 
lower scores. The older children tended to show greater reading 
improvement than the others. 
Hamiltonl3 describes the program undertaken in the schools at 
Point Pleasant Beach, New Jerse,r. 
Forty pupils in grades three through eight, 'Who were reading 
at a level two or more years below their grade level, were given 
a clinical diagnosis and then divided into four groups which were 
given metronoscope and additional flashmeter training for four 
twenty-minute periods each week. 
In the second week of Jan~, shortly before the end of the 
first semester, different forms of the reading achievement tests 
1.3. Hamilton, B. F., "Point Pleasant Did Something About Read-
ing, • Elementary School Journal, 45:562-568, June, 1945. 
15 
upon 'Which the grouping for instruction in reading in September was 
based were administered to these children. (Grade III, Metroooli-
tion Achievement Tests in Reading, Primary Battery III, Form B were 
USED; for grades IV through VIII, the Ioya Silent Reading Test, Ele-
mentary Form Bm). 
A summary of the reading grade levels of the forty pupils who 
received clinic instruction reveals that fifteen of them, even 'With 
individual training are likely never to reach their actual grade 
levels in reading, that thirteen of them have made gains bringing 
them within a year of their normal grade level; and that twelve of 
them have attained their chronological reading grade level or better 
and ld.11 need no :further clinic training. 
In group one (10) all pupils were in the third grade. Age 
distribution 'WaS f'rom 8-0 to 9-11, gains ranged f'rom three months 
to one year seven months. In group two (8) pupils were in school 
grades four through seven. Age distribution 'WaS 8-9 to 14-10, re-
sults of tests show f'rom loss of two months to gains of two years 
one month. Group three {J2) pupils were in grades six through 
eight. Age distribution -was f'rom 10-8 to 14-9, gains made ranged 
f'rom five months to three years four months. And group four (10) 
pupils were in grades seven and eight. Age distributions were 
from 11-8 to 16-10, resu.lts of the tests shows f'rom loss o:f one 
16 
year four months to gains of two years seven months. 
Bishl4 reports a study made in the McKinley High School, \-lash-
ington, D. c. 
In the McKinley High School, Washington, D. c. the overall read-
ing problem was studied for three years. In September, 1950 twelf'th-
grade pupils of average or over-average scholastic achievement were 
interviewed and those who were interested after hearing about the 
experimental class were tested v.i th both the telebinocular and 
diagnostic reading tests. fifty pupils agreed to participate in 
the experiment. One teacher assisted by a counselor devoted two 
classes to the course. Twenty-five pupils divided into two classes 
received nine weeks training during the first nine weeks of the 
semester, the remaining pupils received training for a similar 
period during the second half' of the semester. 
Class periods were of forty-five minutest duration. Pupils 
were tested on speed, comprehension and vocabulary before and at 
the end of their training, using equivalent forms of the Diagnostic 
Reading Test (Survey Section). The first group of twenty-five 
pupils were also tested on a third equivalent form of the same test 
nine weeks after the. completion of the training. 
14. Bish, c. E., "Experiment in Reading Improvement, 11 National, 
Association Secondary School Principals Bulletin, 36~89-96, Jan. 1952. 
• 
• 
17 
The entire group of pupils pa.rticipa. ting in the experiment had 
a mean IQ (Otis Short Form) of 110, with a range of 96 to 133. The 
mean number of words per minute before training was 297 with a range 
of :from 204 to 464. After training, the mean number of words in-
creased to 388, vd. th a range of from 24.3 to 550 words. The mean 
gain :for the group was found to be 84 words per minute. 
The results were as follows: After nine weeks, twenty-two o~ 
the twenty-five pupils showd improvement in reading rate. (6.408) 
There was a slight but not statistically significant loss in com-
prehension for the entire group. (-.483) \lith one exception, those 
who gained most had the highest reading rate at the beginning of 
the training. There appeared to be a slightly significant corre-
lation (+.20541 P.E. +.0974) between gain in reading rate and in-
telligence, but no significant correlation between intelligence 
and reading rate either before or after training. There seems to 
be a high relationship, not verified, between enotional stability 
and reading rate improvement. 
It is customary at the University of }tlnnesota to conduct a 
remedial reading clinic during the summer session. Bondl5 and F.ay 
give the :following report: 
15. Bond, G. L., and .Eb.y, L. c., 11Report of the University of 
lfdnnesota .Reading Clinic. 11 Journal of Educational Research, 43 :385-
390, January, 1950 • 
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Twenty-three children, one girl and twenty-two boys were en-
rolled. They ranged in age .from eight years to thirteen years six 
months, and .from the first through the sixth grades in school clas-
sification. IQ•s ranged .from 66 to 126. The clinic 'WRS in opera.-
tion tw hours a day for five weeks during which time a through 
diagnosis 'WaS made of each child's difficulty and a program of re-
medial instruction 'WRS planned and carried out for each child. 
The intellectual ability of each child -was measured by the 
revised Stanford-Binet Form L. The Gates Primary Reading tests 
were used as a measure of general reading ability, and the Gates 
Silent Reading Tests for the children above the third grade ability. 
In addition the Gates Reading Diagnostic Tests were used to analyze 
EACH child's specific reading skills. At the end o:f the :five weeks 
a diff'erent f'orm of the Gates tests were administered, the :follow-
ing table shows the actual gains in terms of school months. 
PUPIL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
!Q 
88 
108 
120 
102 
103 
99 
94 
66 
104 
96 
ACTUAL GAIN 
.90 
.13 
.57 
.86 
.I;J. 
.65 
.40 
.22 
1.50 
.23 
19 
PUP D.. !Q. ACTUAL GAIN 
11 107 .16 
12 100 ·42 
13 98 .01 
14 104 .18 
15 99 .32 
16 126 .95 
17 119 .20 
18 83 .28 
19 110 1.50 
20 94 .55 
21 107 .46 
22 108 .32 
23 95 .36 
.Average .50 or 
5 months 
.90 is to read as .90 of a school year or 9.0 school months. 
Conya~6 makes the following report taken from the files of a Re-
medial Reading center of a public school system. 
One hundred second and third grade children were selected for 
remedial reading instruction on the basis of a reading test given 
in ~ay, preceding instruction in the fall and a reading test given 
on admission. The children were taught by a remedial reading teach-
er for two separate hours a week and received thirty to forty hours 
of instruction during the year. 
The reading section of the Primary I Battery, Form A of the 
16. Convray, Helen, "A Study of the Relationships Between A-
mount of Gains Under Remedial Reading Instruction and Intelligence, tt 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, School o£ Education, Boston,l943. 
Metropolitian Achievement Test were administered in Nay preceeding 
instruction in the f'all and the Primary II Battery, Form B of' the 
Metropolitian Achievement Test were administered in May, at the end 
of' the year in which instruction ms given. 
The Stanf'ord Revision of' the Binet Intelligence Test was ad-
ministered to each of' the children upon their entrance to the f'irst 
grade, and given to others upon their admission to the school. The 
Durrell AnalYsis of' Reading Dif'f'iculty w.s administered individually 
in October on admission and again in May when instruction was ended. 
The chronological ages ranged f'rom six years three months to 
ten years nine months. The mean age was eight years. T'.ae mental 
ages ranged f'rom six years, f'our months to eleven years three 
months. The m.ean mental age was eight years, two months. The IQ's 
ranged f'rom 75 to 144. The mean IQ was 103. The children below 90 
consitute 19% of' the group. 
A:f'ter instruction the amount of' gains in reading ranged f'rom 
one month to eighteen months. The mean gain w.s nine and f'our 
tenths months. Forty-six percent made over one year gains, 53% 
made less than one year gain and l%made no gain. The table below 
shows: 
IQ 
Coefficient o£ Correlation Between Intelligence Quotients and 
Amount o£ Gain and Hental Ages and Amount o£ Gain 
r P. E. r 
1-iental Age 
.]4 
-.03 
.08 
.06 
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In the fourth grade study ninety-three children with chrono-
logical ages rar~ed t.rom seven years to eleven years, eleven months, 
with the mean age o£ nine years were given remedial instruction 
under the same conditions as above. The mental age range £or this 
group was six years to ten years, eleven months with a mean age of 
eight years seven months, ten months below the mean o£ the chrono-
logical age. The distribution o£ IQ's was f'rom 70 to 124 with a 
mean intelligence quotient o£ 95.2. Sixty percent of the children 
are of below average intelligence. 
The amount o£ gain made in reading ranged f'rom no gain to two 
years, £our months with a mean gain of one year, three months. 
Ninety-two and four tenth percent made over one year gain, 6.4% 
made less than one year gain and 1.1% made no gain. 
The correlation between the am.ount o£ gain in reading and the 
IQ derived f'rom the ~uhlmann Anderson Tests o£ Intelligence was .24 
by the Pearson Product 1-iethod of Correia tion. The probable Error 
of the correlation -was .06. 
The correlation between amount o£ gain in reading and the 
mental ages were .03 by the Pearson Product Method of Correlation. 
The probable error of correlation was .1. 
In the 1a st report of ninth grade pupils the majority of child-
ren had reading ages in excess of their mental ages. The chrono-
logical ages of the one hundred and thirteen children ranged from. 
eleven years, six months to seventeen years, five months 'With a mean 
age of fourteen years, eleven months. The intelligence quotient 
ranged from 75 to 124. The mean intelligence quotient 'WaS 100.3. 
Forty-six percent of the children had IQ's below 90 and 23% had IQ's 
above .II..O. The range in gains in reading were from no months to 5 
years, 1 month. The mean gain was two years, four months. fifty-
five and six tenth percent made over two years gain, 81.2% made 
over one year gain and 15.9% made less than one year gain. 
The correlation between the amount of gain in reading and In-
telligence Quotients derived from the Herman Nelson Tests of Mental 
Abillj.y was .08 by the Pearson Product Hethod of Correlation. The 
probable error of the correlation was .22. 
The correlation between amount of gain and mental ages Yas .02 
by the Pearson Product YJ.ethod of Corre1a tion. The probable error 
of the correlation was .05. 
Hesterl7 makes the follo'Wing report of remedial instruction in 
17. Hester, K. B., "Dade County N."eets the Reading Problem, n 
Elementary School Journal, 47:148-156, November, 1946. 
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Dade County, Florida. 
In this county it w.s decided to test the lower third of the 
pupils in grades three through six in order to locate the most 
pressing reading problems. The Durrell Sullivan Car&city Achieve-
ment Tests were selected for screening out those children who had 
reading disabilities. A total of 3,907 children were tested. 
There were 1,274 children who were reading one year or more below 
grade level. Four hundred and twenty-eight registered at the Sum-
mer Reading Laboratory Schools. 
Three summer reading clinics were established at strategic 
points in the county. The schools were in session for nine weeks 
from June 4 to August 3, 1945. Each class w.s limited to twenty 
children. Organization of the classes w.s on the basis of reading 
achievement rather than school grade. The classes met daily either 
fi'om 8:30 to 12:30 or fi'om 9:00 to 1:00. 
At the end of the session the Durrell Sullivan Achievement 
Tests were administered again to determine the gains made by the 
children in formal reading processes. or the 428 children who had 
entered 46 dropped out for various reasons. Three hundred eighty-
two children remained. The gains nade during the nine weeks are 
sho'Wll in the table below. They range from no gain to thirty months. 
The median gain for this period is six months. 
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GAINS 1'JI.DE Al!-vr'.li:R HEHEDIAL INSTRUCTION 
No. of Honths No. of Pupils No. of Honths No. of 
Gained Gained Pupils 
.30 1 14 7 
29 1.3 8 
28 12 14 
27 11 23 
26 10 17 
25 2 9 21 
24 8 29 
2.3 7 
.34 
22 2 6 
.34 
21 1 5 29 
20 2 4 .37 
19 1 
.3 .34 18 1 2 24 
17 2 1 31 
16 7 0 16 
15 5 
After reviewing the research, most of the studies give no 
statistical evidence ofthe relationship be~veen intelligence and 
the amount of gain made after remedial instruction. However, by 
looking at the tables Yhich show actual gains made and the IQ's of 
pupils, there seems to be little relationship between the two. In 
the studies that present statistical evidence the correlation is 
very little or non-existing. In most of the studies the time limit 
is short and the number in the experiment is SIJall. 
In this study the relationship of amount o:f gains and intelli-
gence for 1000 children will be presented. This study will try to 
discover i:f pupils o:f low intelligence require more time in a 
.. 
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remedial class to achieve their grade level than pupils of high in-
telligence. The relationship, if there is any will be shown between 
amount of gains made by boys and girls, it 'Will try to discover if 
pupils with high initial reading scores require less time in a re-
medial class than pupils with low initial scores regardless of IQ. 
And finally it w.i.ll try to discover whether pupils in lovrer or upper 
grades make the most gains in a certain period in a remedial reading 
class. 
CHAPTER III - Nature aDd Scope o:f Data 
This report is taken :from the reports o:f the :five remedial teach-
ers in .Roanoke, Virginia. This city has a population o:f around 100, 
000 people. There are twenty elementary schools and :five relll.edial 
teachers serve these schools. A teacher remains at one school an en-
tire year then rotates until all schools have been served. In other 
words, each school has the services o:f a remedial teacher once every 
.tour years. 
Each year all pupils :from grades II to VI are given the Metro-
politan Achievement Test :for their particular grade level. Pupils 
with reacH ng grade scores six months or more below their regular 
class or grade level are eligible :for enrollment in the rem~dial 
class. 
One remedial teacher will start with pupils in the third grade 
who need remedial help and then go up to the next grades, another 
teacher might start 'With pupils in the sixth grade and work down. 
After discussing the needs o:f a pupil. with the teacher, those with 
the greatest needs are selected. Each teacher usually begins with 
24 pupils. '.rhey are given the :follo'Wi.ng tests: 
1.. The Cali:fornia Test of' Mental Maturity (Non-language Section) 
to determine the mental age and IQ.. 
2. '.rhe Cali:fornia Reading Test (Primary :for the third grade, 
elementary :for the :fourth, :fi£th, and sixth grades) to 
determine the initial grade score in silent reading. 
3. The Gray Oral Reading Paragraphs to determine the ini tia.l 
grade score in oral reading. 
4. The Dolch list o£ 220 basic sight words to determine the 
number o£ sight words know on admission to the class. 
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Along 'With these tests, physical check-up are made, special at-
tention is paid to emotional problems and home conditions. Pupils• 
eyes are tested with the telebinocular. If there is. a.rry eye defect 
he is referred to the nurse for a complete check and correction i£ 
needed. Each child is also given an interest. inventory question-
naira and a dominance test. 
After all tests have been administered the 24 pupils are divid-
ed into six classes, four in each class, according to their common 
needs. These classes meet for 45 minutes a day, each day in the 
week. At the end o£ this period, another form of the California 
Reading Test and the Gray Oral Paragraphs are administered to each 
pupil. Those who have progressed to their grade level are returned 
to their class for reading, and others with realiii.ng difficulties re-
place them. If a pupil is not up to his grade level according to the 
test results, he remains in the remedial class until such time as 
this is accomplished. 
The following £acts were taken £rom the re-cords o£ t>e 1000 
pupils: 
• 
1. Grade 
2. Sex 
3. Chronological age 
4. Mental age 
5. IQ 
6. Initial oral reading grade 
7. Initial silent reading grade 
8. Length of time in class 
9. Reading scores at the end of 
each nine weeks. 
'.lhe follo'Wing skills were stressed in the class: 
1. Basic sight vocabulary 
2. Word recognition 
3. Word analysis 
4• Phonics 
5. Barts of book 
6. Table of Contents and Index 
7. Use of dictionar.y 
8. Comprehension 
9. Oral reading 
10. Organization of materials 
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.............. __________________________ __ 
The primary purpose of this study is to show the relationship be-
tween I. Q.s and gains made in a remedial reading class. 
One thousand pupils were used in this study covering a period of 
four years, with 200 pupils in the five remedi~l classes each year and 
fifty to a class. The time spent in the class for the 1000 pupils 
ranges from six weeks to one year. 
The following charts shew the method of analysis for the 1000 pu-
pils in the five remedial classes regardless of length of time spent 
in the class. The analysis is divided into six parts: A, B, C, D, E, 
and F. 
In Section A - Page 1 the charts show distributions of chronologi-
cal ages, distributions of mental ages and distribution of I. Q.s for 
the one thousand pupils. 
Page 2 shows the distribution of the length of time spent in the 
class according to grade. 
Page 3 sho'W'S the distribution of initial oral reading scores and 
gains made by one thousand pupils. 
Page 4 shows the distribution of initial silent reading scores 
and gains for these pupils. 
Page 5 shows I. Q. and amount of gains made by 1000 pupils who 
spent from six weeks to one year in the remedial reading class. It 
also shows means, I. Q., standard deviation, standard error, possible 
error and correlation coefficient of these 1000 pupils. 
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In Section B - Page 1 shows amount of gains made according to I. 
Q. by the 238 third grade pupils in 9 weeks, 18, weeks, 27 weeks, and 
36 weeks. 
Page 2 shows the same for the 239 pupils in the fourth grade. 
Page 3 shows the same for the 252 pupils in the fifth grade. 
Page 4 shows the same for the 271 pupils in the sixth grade. 
In Section C - the amount of gains according to I. Q. were con-
verted to nine weeks for each of the 1000 pupils. 
Page 1 shows amount of gains made by the 238 third grade pupils 
in nine weeks. 
Page 2 shows the same for 239 pupils in the fourth grade. 
Page 3 shows the same for 252 pupils in the fifth grade. 
Page 4 shows the same for 271 pupils in the sixth grade. 
In Section D - Page 1 shows the gains according to the 1000 pupils 
in grade three, four, five and six. 
Page 2 shows the significant difference for gains in remedial read-
ing instruction for different I. Q. levels after nine weeks instructions. 
In Section E shows chronological ages and amount of gains made by 
1000 pupils in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth grades who spent from 
nine weeks to one year in the remedial reading class. 
Page 1 shows chronological ages and amount of gains made by 238 
pupils in grade three. It also gives the mean gain for each age level. 
Page 2 shows the same for 239 pupils in grade four. 
Page 3 shows the same for 252 pupils in grade five. 
Page 4 shows the sane fol: 271 pupils in grade six. 
Page 5 shows the chronological ages and gains made for the 1000 pu-
pils in grade three, four, five and six combined. 
Page 6 shows the significant difference for gains in remedial read-
ing class for pupils with different chronological age level. 
In Section F - Page l shows the mental ages and gains for the 1000 
pupils who spent from nine weeks to one year in a remedial reading class. 
Pages 2 and 3 shows significant difference of gains in remedial 
reading class for the 1000 pupils with different mental age levels. 
In Section G - shows gains made in silent reading by boys and girls. 
It also shows the mean gain of each. 
SECTION A 
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In Section A - Page 1 shows that the chronological ages of the 1000 
pupils ranged from 8-0 to 13-0 or 8 years to 13 years. The chart is set 
up at three month intervals. The mean is 10-6. 
The mental ages of the 1000 pupils ranged from 6-0 to 14-0 or 6 
years to 14 years. The chart is set up at five month intervals. The 
mean is 10-2. 
The I. Q. of the 1000 pupils ranged from 80 to 130. The mean is 
95.27. 
Page 2 shows the amount of time spent in grade three, four, five 
and six. It has been divided into six weeks, nine weeks, twelve weeks, 
eighteen weeks, twenty-four weeks, twenty-seven weeks, thirty weeks and 
thirty-six weeks. This chart also shovro the munber of pupils in each 
grade. At the bottom the average length of time spent in the class ac-
cording to the grade is given in weeks and months. 
Page 3 shows the initial oral reading scores of the 1000 pupils 
taken from the results of the Gray Oral Test administered at the time 
of entrance in the remedial reading class, and the number of pupils 
with each score. 1.0 means first grade, 1.2 means first grade two 
months, etc. It also shows the oral reading gains made by these 1000 
pupils from six weeks to one year in a remedial class according to re-
sults taken from the Gray Oral Test administered at the time the pupil 
was returned to his or her regular class. .o means no gains, .2 means 
----2 months, 3. 9 means 3 years nine months. 
I 
l 
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Page 4 shows the initial silent reading scores for 1000 pupils 
taken from the results obtained from one form of the California Reading 
Test (primary for the third grade, elementary for the fourth, fifth and 
sixth grades) at the time of ent ranee in the remedial reading class. It 
also shows the amount of gains made by the 1000 pupils from six weeks 
to one year in a remedial reading class according to results taken from 
a different form of the California Reading Test at the time the pupil 
was returned to his or her regular class. 
Page 5 shows the I. Q. and amount of gains in silent reading made 
by 1000 pupils who spent from six weeks to one year in a remedial class. 
At the right of the page it shows the I. Q.s ranging from 80-130. At 
the bottom is the amount of gains, ranging from .0 to 4.1. At the left 
of the page is the number of pupils with I. Q.s across and amount of 
gains made above each gain interval. 
At the bottom of the page the rreans is given for the I. Q. (95.27) 
and gains (1.5), the standard deviation (for I. Q. 1.04, gains .6567), 
standard error (for I. Q •• 033, gains .44) and possible error (for I. 
Q •• 02, gains .29). The correlation coefficient is .096. According 
to this chart there is no relationship between I. Q. and gains made in 
silent reading for these 1000 pupils from six weeks to one year instruc-
tion in a remedial reading class. 
···-r 
DIST:~IBUTION OF 3:5' 
i 
C1L.=(.(;J.JCU.. GICAL AG.i£S 
DISTr-.;I.t3U'l'IC,N DISTB.li}Ul'ICH c:~?..C:rCLC.GICAL NDl'lBER 
AGES 
OF I:~s OF iithl~TAL AGES 
IQ NUHBER ¥.iENTAL NUHBER ]3-0 - 13_-2 l4 
AGES 12-9-12-11 12 
128 - 1"30 1'5 1.4-0 - 1.4-5 5 12-6 - 12-8 19 
125 - 127 4 13-6 - 13-11 12 12-3 - 12-5 24 
122 - 124 6 13-0 - 13-5 17 12-0 - 12-2 56 
119 - 121 15 12-6 - 12-ll 32 ll-9 - ll-11 50 
116 - ll8 26 12-0 - 12-5 55 ll-6 - ll-8 52 
113 - 115 26 11-6 - 11-11 67 11-3 - 11-5 80 
110 - 112 50 11-0 - 11-5 93 11-0 - 11-2 67 
107 - 109 60 10-6 - 10-11 125 10-9 - 10-11 65 
1Q&- 106 75_ 10-0 - 10-5 149 10-6 - 10-8 71 
101 - 103 87 9-6 - 9-11 132 10-3 - 10-5 66 
98 - 100 125 9-0 - 9-5 105 10-0 - 10-2 60 
95- 97 108 8-6- 8-11 82 9-9 - 9-11 39 
92 - 94 115 8-0- 8-5 56 9-6 - 9-8 49 
89 - 91 118 7-6 - 7-11 31 9-3 - 9-5 49 
86 - 88 66 7-0- 7-5 26 9-0- 9-2 55 
83 - 85 50 6-6 - 6-11 9 8-9 - 8-11 48 
80- 82 54 ..6-0 - 6-5 /..,. 8-6- 8-8 L.L. 
TOTAL 1000' TOTAL 1000 8-3- 8-5 L.O 
: i.;.{I]J 95.27 ]yhlf~ 10-2 8-0 - 8-2 40 
or 
10 years and 2 months TOTAL 1000 
:-~'\1J 10-6 or lOyrs. 3 ix months 
3'6 
DISTRIBUTION OF lENGTH OF TIHE SPZIJT 
IN CLASS ACCORDTI'JG TO GR.ADES 
GJ.'1ADE 6 9 12 18 24 27 30 36 TOTAL 
3 30 30 40 59 31 15 16 17 238 
4 18 41 30 56 38 16 15 25 2'39 
5 33 25 35 61 44 16 18 20 252 
6 48 33 52 83 20 10 14 11 271 
TOT.ALS 129 129 157 259 133 57 63 73 1000 
GII.ADE 3 -- 15 \'leeks or 3 ilonths 3 i·reeks 
GP..A.lJE 4 -- 16 1'/eeks or 4 Hontl1s 
GP..ADE 5 -- 16 'deeks or 4 l·:Onths 
GRADE 6 - 14 1'/eeks or 3 I·Ionths 2 'i!oclcs 
TOTAL -- 15 \'leeks or 3 Honths 3 Vieeks 
lJIS'r.Fl.IBUTIC:N Of 
H!ITIAL ORAL 
lUP.DLliJG SCO.R.:bS 
&ADING 
3C0.'1.E3 
5.8 - 6.0 
5.5- 5.7 
5.2 - 5.L 
W&- 5.1 
4.6 - 4.8 
4.'?, -4.5 
4.0 - 4.2 
3.7 - 3.9 
3.4 - 3.6 
3.1 - 3.3 
2.8 - 3.0 
2.5 - 2.7 
2.2 - 2.4. 
1.9 - 2.1 
1.6 - 1.8 
1 -~ - l h 
1.0 - 1.2 
TOTAL 
:NE.ANS 2.3 
or 
NmmER 
2 
3 
10 
9 
15 
36 
48 
48 
59 
78 
102 
52 
89 
ll6 
93 
')') 
185 
1000 
second grad&-three months 
-
DIS'I'HDUJ:'ION OF 
OF..AL I~.DIIJG GATI,JS 
F..EADlliG 
GATIJS 
3. 0 - _1;, • ._1 
3.6 - ');_.8 
3.3 - .3. h 
3.0 - 3.2 
2.7 - 2.9 
2.4 - 2.6 
2.1 - 2.3 
1.8 - 2.0 
1.5 - 1.7 
1.2 - 1 4 
.9 - 1.1 
6 - .8 
.1 - l) 
_,.0- _..2_ 
TOTAL 
Ei:;J\JJS 1. 97 
OJ.'t· 
Nu:tffiER 
20 
')..i 
40 
70 
53 
1Q} 
ll7 
l4.4 
115 
ll5 
89 
59 
·n 
_']_ 
1000 
DISTHIBUTION OF 
Ii'J ITIAL SILENT 
ii.i::~.iiDTIJG SCOihlS 
INITIAL 
SCOB.ES 
5.8- 6 0 
5.5 - 5.7 
5.2 - 5.4. 
4..9 - 5.1 
L .• 6 - L .• 8 
4.3 - 4..5 
4..0 - 4..2 
3.7 - 3.9 
3.4 - 3.6 
'3.1 - 3.3 
2.8 - '3.0 
2.5 - 2.7 
2.2 - 2.4. 
1.9-21 
1.6 - 1.8 
1.'3-15 
1.0 - 1._2 
TOTAL 
}:£.!~NS 3. 5 
or 
Nm:ffiER 
9 
20 
4.2 
5'3 
48 
76 
98 
87 
91 
88 
__23 
83 
90 
68 
32 
12 
10 
1000 
third grade-fi.fth. month 
DIS'i'iTt.3UTIOl1 OF 
SIIZNT READ- :JUHBER 
ll'JG GAll~S 
'3.9 - 4. .. 1 1 
'3.6 - '3 8 
3.3 - 3.5 6 
3.0 - 3.2 10 
2.7 - 2.9 25 
2.1 - 2.6 35 
2 .. 1 - 2.3 106 
1.8 - 2.0 1.90 
1.5 - 1.7 :1.41 
1.2 - 1.1 148 
.9 - 1.1 179 
.. 6 - .G 93 
.'3 - .5 30 
.o - .2 '36 
TOTAL 1000 
l-2~ANS 1. 53 
0 .,., _, 
.39 
I. Q. AIJD .:\:.i:C U~JT CF GAI:·JS IN S:rl.2:l~T Il.Z.;.DI:JG :.J..J:S DY 1000 FUfiLS 
~ ·~ T'' ~~ i.i\) SP~l'·:T F~~C~~ 3ll ~~'!~.ilii\3 TC Cl~Z :._'Z.l\J~ TI~J ~1=~=-~DI.i'J_j ~~~·: .• ~I:JG CLJ~3S number 
made. I;.Q. d'D'i~ct 
128-1'30 '3 L 1 1 1 2 2 1 lS 
125-127 1 1 1 1 L. 
122-124 1 1 3 1 6 
_JJ._2:-12l 1 1 L. 2 1 1 2 2 1 1'5 
116-118 1 3 1 7 3 5 4 1 1 26 
.J.J..:k11t) 2 2 C) '3 1 7 L 1 1 ?f.. 
110-112 1 L. 16 s 7 10 2 '3 2 so 
107-109 1 2 15 7 3 14 12 2 4 60 
101.-1 Of, 1 2 11. 1R 7 f., 12 '] 3 ~ l 3 71:) 
10J,-10'3 11 5 9 11 8 20 10 5 lJ. tJ. 87 
98-100 1 3 10 17 26 20 16 28 2 2 12'5 
95- 97 5 4 10 21 10 17 17 D 8 2 1 108 
92- 94 1 5. 8 25 25 14 25 " 3 1 115 0 
89- 91 1 5 9 20 12 19 37 6 4 4 1 118 
rV 
oo- 88 2 7 8 18 10 9 7 3 1 1 66 
8'3- ss L. '3 8 5 10 L 11 5 so 
80- 82 7 6 12 5 10 10 4 54 
gains 
.o .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1000 
made 
.2 .5 .s 1.1 ll4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 13.2 .a.5 13.8 4.1 
.Z mean~, 2 months ~ 
'·• 
4.]... means: -!4. ~ one month gain 
IJmJB~:R 1\.RAl\Tq s D .S it! p -;;' .,.. 
I. Q. 1000 95.27 1.0~ ~o:n _..02 .096 
GAINS 1000 1.5 .6567 .L' 29 
SEC'.riON B 
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In Section B the charts show three different factors for pupils in 
grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 separately. At the right of the page is the I. Q. 
ranging from 80-84 to 130+. In the next column each I. Q. interval has 
beside it a 9, 18, 27, 36, which represents 9 weeks, 18, weeks, 27 weeks, 
36 weeks, telling the amount of time spent in class. At the bottom of 
the page are the gains ranging from o months to 2 years nine months. 
Across from each I. Q. interval on the right hand side of the page is 
the number of pupils with that I. Q. who made gains in 9, 18, 27, and 
36 weeks. For example in part B, page 1, three pupils with an I. Q. of 
80-84 made from .0-.2 (no months to two months) gains in 9 weeks, but 
no pupil with an I. Q. of 80-84 made between .3 to .5 (3 months to five 
months) gains in nine weeks. Page 1 gives t!e above data for grade 3, 
page 2 for grade 4, page 3 for grade 5 and page 4 for grade 6. 
"'-
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I. Q.. AND Al·10UNT OF GAINS l·iADE BY PUPILS IN 3rd Chl.A.DE llJ 
~Q. 'J.'llin6 
9 Vi.i:.':EKS, 18 l'f~..S, 27 'i[3EKS, AIJD 3 6 'i.JEE:t(S. 
9 1 1 
130+ 18 27 
16 
125 9 18 
- 27 129 16 
124 9 1 
j 2 
18 
- 27 120 16 1 1 
ll9 9 - 1 1 2 18 1 1 1 3 
- 27 115 16 r--
9 1 6 ll4 2 1 2 18 1 2 
-+- __ ._]. 1 6 
- 27 1 1 2 llO 16 1 1 2 
109 9 1 1 2 
~i 1 1 7 
18 2 1 1 1 2 1 8 
- 27 1 ~i 1 1 4. 105 16 2 2 
104 9 1 1 1 2 
~1 1 7 
18 1 1 1 3 
- 27 5 100 2 2 1 i6 1 2 _3__ 
99 9 1 3 
~L. 2 1 1 2 1 17 
18 2 3 2 4. 5 Tt 3 2 25 
- ~27 i 1. 16 95 2 2 1 2 2 36 2 2 1 • 5 
9 1 1 3 1 ! 6 94 18 1 1 4. 13 1 5 5 4 36 
- 27 4. 3 90 L~ 1 12 16 2 1 2 1 2 8 
89 9 2 1 1 1 5 18 1 1 1 1 1 5 
- 2:i 1 1 _3_ B6 1 36 1 1 2 1 1 6 
84 9 3 3 1 
7_ 
18 2 2 i i 2 ] 13 
- 27 1 1 4_ 80 2 16 1 1 2 1 1 6 
D'Jiri'l\1' !:""' !;"'" !;"'" rv· rv rv !\,) 
-
• • 
I 
• (;S 
made 1\) \J1 y ) t --J 0 \..0 0'- -.o I I ~ ~ I I I CQ. 1\) 1\) 1\) 
. • • • . • • • 1- • 0 \..0 0'- -.o 1\) \J1 CQ. I-' --J 
4~ 
I. (~. AND AliGUN'r 0F GAINS H.ii.DE BY PUPILS II'J 4th GRADE IJ:J 
~time 9 vJEEKS, 18 \'f.rlliKS, 27 Vt.EZKS, AliD 36 :'f.EJ!:I\S. 
4 q 
130+ 18 1 1 27 ] 1 1 1 
16 
129 
q 
18 
- 27 1 1 125 16 1 1 2 
124 
q ~ 1 
18 1 1 
- 27 120 16 1 1 2 
119 9 1 1 1 3 18 1 1 
- 27 1 3_ 1 1 6 115 36 1 1 1 1 
114 9 1 2 1 4 18 1 2 1 4 
- 27 1 1 2 110 3-6 1 1 1 3 
109 9 6 1 2 1 3 1 14 1S 2 1 1 1 1 6 
- 27 2 ] ~ 105 36 1 1 1 1 6 
104 9 2 3 4 1 1 11 18 2 _4 3_" 8 1 1 19 
- 27 1 1 . 1 1 1 2 7 100 -16 2 2 1 1 6 
99 9 2 1 1 1 2 ] 1 
q 
18 1 1 JO 5 1 2 _] ] 22 
- 27 1 1 1 5 lj 1 1 L. 95 36 1 2 3 1 _a 10 
94 
q 4 2 1 l 8 
18 1 4 2 5 2 1 Pi 
- 27 1 I) _l 7 90 16 1 1 2 1 1 2 g 
89 
q 2 1 1 2 1 7 
lR l 2 1 l 2_ 2_ 9 
- 27 1 ] 1 I) 85 16 1 l 2 
8i 9 1 1 2 18 3 _l 3. _l _l 9 
- I 27 1 2 1 00 16 
gains • • • • ~ • ~ ~v !v !v ~ 0 \,),) 0' ~ l\.) \J"t ~ I-' +- --J 0 l\.) 
made: I I I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ J, \,),) I I-' l\.) ~ . • • • • • • • • • • 1\) \J"t Q I-' +- --J 0 \,),) 0' ~ 1\) 
:u 
I. Q. AND &·1CUl~T OF GAINS ElwE BY H.JriLS :GJ 5th GI:.ADE IN 
9 \'lEEKS, 18 -ifEE..t(S, 27 ~lEEKS, .4.lm 3 6 :IEEI:S. 
~.!*:. tim r----
9 
130+ 18 27 1 1 
'36 
125 
q 2 2 
18 
- 27 129 
'36 1 2 2 I) 
124 9_ 18 ] 2 ~ 
- 27 2 i 3 120 36 2 1 3_ 
ll9 9_ i 1 18 1 1 1 l k 
-
115 27 1 I 1 16 
114 9 2 1 1 k 18 1 1 2 1 5 
-
110 27 1 l 36 1 1 
109 9 1 L 'i 2 1 2 1 16_ 18 1 i 1 1 
-
105 27 1 3 1 1 1 7 36 1 l 
104 ' 9 1 2 2 1 1 7 18 3 k. 1 1 1 1 11 
-
100 27 2 l 1 k. 
'36 1 2 _5_ 
99 9 1 '3 1 '3 2 l 11 18 1 6 2 1 'i i 1 i 24 
- 27 10 1 -i l 95 2 2 1 20 
'36 I) 5_ 
94 9 1 2 3 6 18 1 L 1 2 'i 7 22 
- ?.7 k. 2 2 16 90 2 6 16 2 2 1 'i 
89 9 1 1 1 2 5 18 2 1 I) ') k. , 1 1 17 
- 27 85 1 1 J6 2 2 2 6_ 
84 9 3 1 1 1 6 18 1 1 1 1 1 I) 
- 27 4 L 80 
.36 1 2 3 1 7 
gain • • • ·rv :;v l\:T ."""' • • • . • • • • 0 \.JJ 
"' 
~ 
'I' VI f 1-' ,._ -.J 0 \.JJ l\) ..... made I I . ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ \J1 I 1-' 1-' l\) l\) l\) 
. . . . . . • • • . • • l\) \J1 CQ. 1-' +=- -.J 0 \.JJ 
"' 
~ l\) \J1 
• 
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I. Q. AND AHOUNT OF GAINS HADE DY PUPILS IN 6th Gn.ADE IN 
I.Q. time 
9 \vEEKS, 18 viEEKS, 27 ~·T.t!lEKS, AlJD 3 6 llliEr:S • 
129 
g 2 2 
1R 1 1 
- 2? 125 1f.. 
g ') 1 3_ 124 1R 1 1 
-
120 
?? 
_3A 
119 
g 1 1 6 
18 
- 2? 115 1f.. 
-
114 
g 1 1 1 3 
-
18 1 1 ':3 1 6 
110 27 1 1 1 3 
16 1 1 
1Q9 g l 1 2 L. 1 1 10 18 L. 2 1 2 1 12 
- 27 1 105 1 16 1 1 
104 
q 1 ? 1 t:; ? ? 1 ll 
1~ 2 ? ? ? 1. 2 1 ') 2? 
- 2 1 100 ?? 1 2 2 I B 36 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
99 
q 1 L_ 1 l) 2 1 1 15 
1~ 1 2 L. }, t:; t:; 1 ? 1 2? 
- 1 ? ? 95 ?? s 1A 1 1 1 l L 
94 
q 1 2 2 2 7 
.,~ ~ t:; z:; z:; 1n }, 1 _'3_'3_ 
-
90 'J? 1 1 ~ I) 1A 2 1 1 6 
89 g 2 1 1 1 1 2 l 1 lL lR 1 I) 1 f., 1 16 
- 2? 2 3 85 1 36 1 1 2 
84 9 3 1 1 1 1 7 18 3 L. 1 1 2 1 12 
- 27 1 2 5 80 1 1 36 1 2 1 1 5 
~ ' ~ rv~~ ;v ""CV -cJ -cJ ~ • • • .. .. • ·• • 
~sins; 0 \.>.) 0' '-0 l\) \J1 ~ rlt -.J 0 \.>.) 0'- '-0 •fj I I I ~ ~ ~ I I ~ ~ ~ I ~· l\) l\) l\) l\) +-. . • • • • • • • . . • . • l\) \J1 00. 1-' +- -.J 0 \.>.) 0'- '-0 l\) \J1 00. 1-' 
SECTION C 
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In Section C all gains made in grades three, four, five and six were 
converted into gains made in 9 weeks in each grade separately. At the 
right of pages 1, 2, 3, and 4 in section C are the gains (.0-.2) means 
between no months and 2 months gain. At the top are the different I. 
Q.s. On the right are the number of pupils making specific gains. Next 
to the bottom line is the number of pupils making various gains accord-
ing to I. Q. 
4$ 
I. Q. AND AHCUNT OF GAllJS l.IiwE BY PUPILS DJ 3rd G?..ADE 
IN 9 \r,'lli!;KS. E;:::JuJS .t'U..SO GIVEN. 
00 85 90 95 100 105 llO ll5 120 125 i 130+ (_ 
- - - - - - - - - -
TOTALS 
84. 89 94 99 101... 109 llL ll9 12L 129 
2.7_-2.9_ 1 1 
2.4-2.6 1 1 2 
2.1-2.3 1 2 2 1 6 
1.8-2.0 '3 1 1 s 
1 .5-1 .7 1 1 1 1 1 _5 
1.2-1.4._ 2 3 4 2 2 l 14 
.2-1.1 2 3 10 11 2 3 2 1 1 1 36 
.6- .8 7 2 9 16 3 5 4 46 
.3- .5 ll 5 34 17 4 7 3 1 1 83 
.0- .2 9 6 5 8 5 2 5 40 
TOTALS 30 19 62 6'3 18 21 16 5 '3 1 238 
liZAIJS .5 .s .5 .7 .7 .8 .5 1.1 LO 1-0 
.? -- Average Gains 96 Average I. Q. 
or 
seven months: 
49,. 
I. Q.. AND .AHOUNT OF GAINS 1"i.ADE BY PUPILS IlJ 4th GI~.A::J1'~ 
IN 9 HEEKS • i.ft!;AHS ALSC GIV:EJ:J. 
80 S5 90 95 100 105 no ll5 120 125 130+ 
- - - - - - -
- - -
TOTALS 
-
!4 $9 94 q9 104 109 ll4 ll9 124 1_29 
...k-7.::.2. 9 1 1 
...bk,-2.6 1 1 1 1 
2.1-2.'3 1 '3 _4 
1 ·e-2.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
1 S-1 .7 2 1 '3 2 g 
1 .2-1 .L. 1 2 '3 2 h 1 1 ]_Lt. 
9-1 .1 5 L 6 Lt. 5 8 '3 1 1 '37 
_._6- .s 1 ') 10 2L 16 L. h 6 2 2 '3 7S 
_.J_- s h 10 12 17 10 9 L L. 1 1 72 
_ _.9- 2 '3 1 5 1 6 1 19 
TOTALS _ll_ _23 38 55 L.1 _29 13 _l3_ _4 _3_ L. 219 
lGfJJS .. 6 .7 .6 .7 ._7 1 .. 0 .7 _._S 1.1 .. 6 .7 
.7 Average Gains 99 Avera;::;e I. Q. 
or 
SBVen :mcm.ths 
50: 
I. Q. Al'JD AHOU:NT OF GAD~S ll.:wE .GY PUPILS TIJ 5th GH.A.iJi~ 
~ 9 T:I&KS. l::E:AI:S ALSO GIVEN • 
00 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130+ 
- - - - - - - - - -
TOTALS 
8L 39 94_ _99 104 109 114 ll9 124 129 
3.0-':>.2 1 1 2 
___b_7-2.9 1 1 
_:~.~k:: .. 2. 6 1 2 1 4 
2.1-2.3 2 1 1 1 5 
_l.8-2_,.0 1 2 2 2 2 9 
....l..i-1.7 2 5 1 8 
1.2-1.4 1 1 3 7 1 4 2 1 20 
.9-1.1 1 5 9 10 7 2 1 2 37 
.6- .8 2 2 16 22 6 _7_ 1 4 4 1 65 
.3- .5 7 9 16 10 9 2 2 1 1 4 61 
.. o- .2 11 7 5 8 4 1 1 2 1 4.0 
TOTALS 22 29 I./)_ 60 29 27 11 8 9 7 1 252 
NEANS .3 .. 8 .6 _.._7 .7 J. .3 1.h 1.0 .6 .7 .7 
,.8 Average Gains 98 Averace I. Q. 
or 
eight. montb.s. 
I. Q. AND AHCUNT OF CAINS =.::tUJE BY PUPILS TIT 6th GlliillE 
D·J 9 ~"lEEKS • l·IZIIlJS ALSO GTv.iilJ. 
80 85 90 95 100 105 110 ll5 120 125 
- - - - - - - - - -
84 89 94 99 104 109 114 ll9 124 129 
~~ 1 
3_.0-3.2 1 
2.7-0 .9 1 2 1 
2 l..-2.6 ~ 1 
2.1-2.3 ~ 1 _2_ 2 2 ~ ~ 
1 8-2 0 ., 2 2 I) 2 L. 1 
1~5-1.7 3 1 7 2 2 
~2-1.4 1 2 4 2 1 1 3 2 
.9-1.1 3 4 15 13 10 6 6 
.6- ~B 2__ 12 14 12 1!! 3 2 
.3_- .2 J.l± _7 13 9 13 6 3 1 
.o- 2 1 3 2 L L 1 1 
TOTALS 2_9_ 11) 1)1 1)1 l)l) 24 13 6 4 3 
lJEANS 
.5 .9 .8 .9 .9 1.1 .s 1 .• 6 1_~ 1.1 
• 9 Average Gains 96 ) .. veragc I • Q. 
or 
xdne. months 
Boston UniversitY 
School of Education 
Library 
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1.30+ 
-
TOTALS 
1 
1 
l .. 
? 
10 
19 
15 
16 
57 
64 
66 
16 
271 
SECTION D 
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In Section D - Page 1 gains made in grades three, four, five and 
six were combined to show total gains for the 1000 pupils in nine weeks 
according to I. Q.s. The mean gain for pupils with I. Q. from 80-89 is 
7 months; for pupils with I. Q. from 90-99 is 8 months; for pupils with 
I. Q. from 100-109 is 8 months; for pupils with I. Q. from 110-119 is 
9 months; for pupils with I. Q. from 120-129 is 8 months; and the mean 
gain for pupils with I. Q. of 130 and over is 8 months. 
Page 2 gives the means, standard deviation, standard error, differ-
ence in meas1~ement, standard difference and critical ratio for differ-
erent I. Q. for the 1000 pupils. The C. R. for pupils with I. Q. be-
tween 80-89 as compared with the next I. Q. level 90-99 is 2.00. The 
c. R. for pupils with I. Q. 90-99 as compared with the next I. Q. level, 
100-109 is 1.60. The c. R. for pupils with I. Q. 100-109 as compared 
with the next I. Q. level 110-119 is 1.25. 
5.4 
TOTAL GAD~S HADE ll'J 9 ~IEl!;KS ACCvii.DTIJG TC I. :;j'S. 
Means IQ 98 
Heans Gains .8 or 8 months 
- 80 90 100 llO 120 130+ 
- - - - -
TCTALS 
89 99 109 119 "'.29 
_-l.J...-? .5: 1 
--
l 
3.0-3.2 2 1 '3 
___?..7-2.9 1 2 2 1 1 7 
2./x-2.6 3 6 ') ll .... 
2.1-2.3 5 6 9 L 1 25 
___k.8-2.0 5 14 11 ~ 2 
-
39 
1, 5-J,.. 7 8 7 17 1 ? 36 
1.2-1.4 10 26 17 9 2 61±_ 
.9-1.1 27 78 43 u. ? 2 167 
.6- .8 36 123 58 21 8 4 250 
~~- .5 67 128 60 18 9 282 
.o- .2 h1 40 22 8 4_ 115. 
TOT..:\.LS 201 429 246 85 
-
33 6 1000 
Ht:AlJS .7 .8 .8 .9 &_ .s 
;, 
.SIG:JIFIGAIJC.ii: CF"' DL7 F i!:IU:NCE FOR GAHJS T". ..J.....:.."J RR~;DL .... L ::..;::;.mnJG TI,TSTl·~UG'l,IClJ 
~,Cil D IFF ZJ.llil'JT I. Q. LEV.GLS AFT~ I'JTIJE :·~r:s II,JS7~:::ucr~'ICI1J 
S.E. 
NOMBER MEANS S.D. S.E. DIFF. DIFF. C.R. 
110 
-
119 85 .98 .63 .07 .10 .08 1.25 
100 
-
109 246 .88 .63 .04 
- 106 - - ·-' 
-
109 246 .88 .63 .04 .08 .05 1.60 
90 
-
99 429 .80 .52 .03 
90 
-
99 429 .80 .52 .03 .10 .05 2.00 
80 
-
89 201 .70 .56 .04 
NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFB.RENCE C' .'J: Gi\IITS rri Ii :ELJ~iJ LiL ClJ-i.SS FC;R 
PUI-'ILS FB.Oll ONE I. Q. LEV3L '1.'0 1,IJE l'IE;.,'CT I. Q. I3Vl'L 
-•• 
SEC'.nOli E 
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In Section E - Pages 1, Z, 3, 4 shows the chronological ages and 
amonnt of gains made in grades three, four, five and six after instruc-
tion from six weeks to one year in a remedial reading class. 
On the right of pages 1, 2, 3, and 4 the chronological ages are 
given. At the bottom of the chart the gains are given. Five pupils 
with C. A. bet,'leen S-0 and S-2 made bet.'leen no gains and 2 months gains 
in grade three. 
At the bottom of each page the mean gain for each c. A. level is 
given. 
Page 5 gives the chronological ages and gains made in six v1eeks to 
1 year for the 1000 pupils in grade three, four, five and six '·''····:~ com-
bined. At tre right of the page the nurrber of pupils making gains at 
each I. Q. level is given. At the bottom the total nunber of pupils 
making a p.:3.rticular gain is given. At the extreme right is the mean 
gain for each I. Q. level. 
Page 6 gives the s. D., s. E., Diff., S. E. of Diff. and c. R. from 
one chronological age level to the next. Page 6 gives tha standard 
deviation, standalld error, dii':ference, standard error of difference, 
and cri tial ratio from one chronological level to the next .. 
511 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND .tU~OUIJT 
OF GAINS HADE IN GRADE 3 
chronologicaJ. 
ages NC 
10-6 10-8 1 1 
10-3 10-5 1 1 
10-Q 10-2 1 1 
9-9 9-11 1 2 3 1 7 
9-6 9-8 1 2 2 1 6 
9-3 9-5 1 1 5- _5., 5 1 1 1 20 
9-0 9-2 1 1 6 7 5_ 5 /.._ 5_ 31.. 
8-9 8-11 l 3 7 6 5 5 8 5 2 2 u 
8-6 8-8 4 5; 6 11 5 5 7 1 44 
8-3 8-5 1 1 3 7 7 5 '] 6_ 1 _2_ J.!J 
8-0 8-2 5 5 5 5 7 5 6 1 l. JJ!) 
.o .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
~ 
- - - - - - - - - -
238 
lDade 
.2 .5 .7 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 
-
lieans for Chronological Age - 8-8 I leans for Gains - 1. 2 
-
-
10-8 10-5 10-2 9-11 9-8 9-5 9-2 8-11 8-8 8-5 8-2 
AGE 
- - - - - - - -_lQ~6 N~'l _l0-0 _9_~9_ 9-6 0-J ..2.-:..Q. 8-9 8-6 8-3 8-0 
Fi:.!;A}JJ 
.4 2.2 .7 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.1 
59 
Cllli.ONOLOGICAL AGc;S AND JU·IGUHT 
OF GAINS HADZ IN GJ.l.A.DE 4 
a. R. 
11-6 11-8 1 1 
11-3 11-5 2 1 1 2 1 7 
n-o 11-2 1 2 2 1 6 
10-9 10-11 2 1 4 2 3 2 2 2 1 19 
10-6 10-8 4 1 8 1 2 8 2 1 27 
-
10-3 10-5 2 l. 6 6 1 3 1 2 1 23 
10-Q 10-2 1 2 10 5 4 3 3 1 29 
9-9 9-11 5 7 5 4 9 30 
9-6 9-8 3 7 
' 
9 13 3 1 1 43 
9-3 9-5 1 2 3 7 8 1 6 1 2$ 
9-Q 9-2 1 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 1 1 21 
8-9 8-11 2 1 1 
.1.. 
gains .o .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
made 
- - - - - - - - - - - 239 
.2 .5 .8 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 '3.2 
Heans for Chronological Age - 9-11 l·Icans for Gains - 1.5 
11-6 11-3 ll-0 10-9 10-6 10-3 10-0 9-9 9-6 9-3 9-0 8-9 
AGE 
- - - - - - - - - - -
11-8 ll-5 11-2 10-11 10-8 lO-S 1_0-2 9-ll 52-$ 9-S 9-2 18-ll 
1·.L.C;.:".].JS 2.2 1.0 1.5 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.2 
t----
6ml 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGBS AND 1\l-:Olli,IT 
OF GAINS HADE IN Gii.A.DE 5 
c• ~ 
l2-0 12-2 2 2 3 7 
ll-9 ll-ll 2 4 2 4 12 
11-6 11-8 1 ~ 7 1 12 
11-3 11-5 2 2 3 2 L. 2 10 2 2 29 
11-0 11-2 1 1 1 _1 k 9 5 3 1 l l 12 
10-0 10-11 L. 1 I) I) 5 L 9 L 2 2 _.]_ ~ L-3 
10-6 10-8 1 3 ~3 1+_ 6 ']__ 6 ') .~ LL3 
J.0-'3 10-5 1 l 2 12 3. '1 _8 2 2 ~ l LL2 
10-0 10-2 1 2 6 2 7 ']__ 3 1 1 30 
2-C'! 9-ll 1 1 2 
gins .o .3 .6 .9 tl.2 ..... 5 ~-8 f2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 
made - - - - - - - - - - - - 252 
.2 .5 .7 1.1 1.4 1.7 2~0 2~3 2.6 2.9 3~2 .3.5 
Heans for Chronological Age - 10-9 l·ie2.ns for Gains - 1.6 
12-0 11-9 ll-6 ll-3 ll-0 10-9 10-6 10-3 10-0 9-9 
AGi!; 
- - - - - - - - - -
12-2 ll-11 11-S 11-5 11-2 10-11 10-8 10-5 10-2 . 9-11 
i..AI~·jS 
,l 
1.3 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 .4 
6~ 
GHRONOIDGICAL AGES .1U'-JD Ai.iOUNT 
OF GAINS BJWE nJ GPJ:J)Z 6 
c;.. R. 
1-----
-
1.3-0 13-2 2 2 2 3 3 1 ., 14 ..L 
12-9 12-11 1 2 7 1 1 12 
12-6 12-8 1 3 2 2 6 4 1 19 
12-3 12-5 3 5 5 1 7 2 1 24 
12....0 12-2 3 7 7 7 12 8 2 2 t 1 49 ! 
11-9 ll-11 1 5 '] 5 10 3 5 ] ] i:~ 
ll-6 11-8 2 9 ry 7 7 3 2 ') iq 
11-3 11-5 2 10 5 5 '3 r~ 6 2 ] 1 1 Ll u 
11-0 11-2 1 1 5 7 4 6 1 2 2 29 
10-9 10-11 1 1 1 3 
gains .o .3 1-. .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 ~.1 2.4 ~.7 ~.o 3.3 B.6 3.9 ·~ 
made 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
271 
.2 .s .8 11.1 11.4 11.7 12 .. 0 12. ') 2 .. 6 ~- 11 • .2. '1 .S ? .8 4.1 
Keans for Chronological Age - 11-10 l·le.:.ns for Gains - 1. 6 
13-0 12-9 12-6 12-3 12-0 11-9 11-6 11-3 11-0 10-9 
AGE 
- - - - - - - - - -
13-2 12-lJ 12-8 12-5 12-2 11-11 11-8 11-5 11-2 10-11 
l·~IS 1.2 1.9 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.6 2.2 
·--
62 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND GATIJS FO.ii. 1000 STlJl.Jlil~TS 
Jvleans Gain 1.5 
C. A., No. Means 
13+ 2 2 2 3 3 1 ] 11... l.i 
12-0 
-
l.:?.-11 7 18 16 1S 12 11 1 s 1 l 111 1 .7 
11-0 
-,,_,, 10 L. 26 16 ll.! 1L 57 2L 12 s ..3. J 2._1..9 L6 
10-0 
-
10-11 14 8 20 62 31 33 48 22 12 6 5 1 262 1.5 
9-0 
-
9-11 3 5 18 35 33 35 27 27 4 4 1 192 1.5 
8-0 
-
8-11 7 13 20 26 31 21 26 19 4 5 172 1.4 
.o • .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 12·4 12·7 ~.o 3.3 3.(; 3.9 
i.~(';(j v·I~:J 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.2 .5 .8 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 f2.6 2.9 L•2 3.5 3.8 4.1 
TOTAL~ 36 30 93 179 148 141 190 p_o6 35 25 10 6 1 1000 
________________________ ............. 
63 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DLTi'F~~rJCE FOB. GAllJS n; l1.I~:.J:ill I; ili READTIJG 
CLASS FCrt DIF.F'Zi.i.EHT CHR.CI\TGLCGICi;..:::., t· rT:.'~ J.~o>J..i....J h.~1TELS 
bi::Al'JS S.E. 
lJO. GAL"'IJS S.D. s E DIFF, n-cr.jl~ C .R c. A,._ J.J. ' _. 
-
_llr __ 1.3 .81 ._27 .4 ..29 1.3 1'='+ 
·- * 12-0 
lll 1.7 .6 .06 12-11 
-
12-0 
111 1.7 .6 .06 .1 .07 1.4 12-11 
11-0 
21+9 1.6 .66 .04 11-11 
-
.66 .1 .05 I 2.0 11-0 249 1.6 .04 11-11 
262 
.69 .04 
10-0 
1.5 10-11 
. 
-· 
--
10-0 
262 1.5 .69 .04 .o Q 0 10-11 
t 
9-0 
:t92 1.5 .615 .04 q_,, 
9-0 
192 1 l) .6l'i .OL .l .06 1 f.. 9-11 
8-0 
172 l .L .6'il .Ot; ~-Jl 
NO SIGNIFICii.NC:C:: Dll_,F~illiJCE Fml GAll iS l;;J)E I:ll ~~L' .. L 
a;::;..:,DING CLJ.\.SS FRCJ..i C~E AGE L:.!:Vi.;;L TU f"'"l-T"'.""' ~·~I,~T A.G3 L~V3L .l.. .. ~ 
SF£TION F 
.............. ____________________________ __ 
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In Section F - Page 1 the mental ages and gains for the 1000 pupils 
vmo received instruction in a remedial reading class for six weeks to a 
year are given. At the right are the mental ages. At the bottom the 
gains are shown. On the right the number of pupils at different N. A. 
levels making a particular gain is given. Parallel to this column is 
the mean gain. For example, 2 pupils vr.ith a mental age between 6 years 
no months and 6 years 11 months made gains between six months and eight 
months after sperrling from six weeks to one year in a remedial r~ding 
class. 
Page 2 and 3 shows the number of means, s. D., s. E., Diff., s. E. 
of Diff. and C. R. of 1000 pupils with different mental ages who spent 
from six weeks to one year in a remedial reading class. 
66. 
JVIENTAL AGES AND GAINS FOR 1000 STUDENTS 
M.A 
• 
No • Means 
14+ 
1 2 1 1 5 1.8 
13-0 
- 2 1 4 8 4 6 2 11-11 1 1 29 .1.5 
12-0 
-12-ll 1 1 2 10 18 14 16 8 9 6 ..., 87 1.7 .__ 
11-0 
-
11-11 1 4 12 22 15 29 27 28 7 8 2 4 1 160 1.7 
10-0 
-
10-11 10 8 24 ~:±6 41 28 70 31 l;._ 5 1±_ 1 274_ 1.5 
9-0 
-
9-11 9 10 24 54 35 26 49 18 8 2 1 1 237 1.4 
8-0 
-
8-11 8 6 21 30 13 26 14 12 5 2 1 138 1.3 
7-0 
-
7-11 4 1 7 11 15 10 6 3 57 1.2 
6-0 
-
6-ll 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1'3 l.S 
.o .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 .3.3 3.6 .3.9 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1000 
.2 .5 .8 1.1 1.4 1.? 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 13_.2 13.5 3.8 4.1 
TOTALS 36 .30 93 179 148 141 190 106 35 25 10 6 1 1000 
67i 
SIGNIF ICPJ\fCZ C!F Dll'FER...t!;;JCES FOR GADJS IlJ r:..:.;;:=.o.;JIAL ::w:.:.ADING 
CLASS FOR. 1000 PUPILS T~UTH DTI.,J?:Eli.Ji;I~JT tLElJTliL AGJ£ Lb'V.J..S 
s. E. 
NO. HEANS S.D. S.EH. DIFF. DIFF. C.R. 
13-0 
-
1j-11 29 l_.5 .6o .. 12 .2 .1'1 1 .&\ 
12-o 
-
12-11 87 1.7 .59 .07 
-
].2-Q 
-
12-11 87 1 •. 7 .59 .07 0 0 0 
11-o 
-
11-11 160 1.7 .69 .o6 
11-o 
-
11-11 160 1.7 .69 .06 .2 .07 2.8 
--10-Q 
-
10-11 271.. 1.5 
-62 .OJ.. 
10-o 
-
10-11 271.. 1.5 .6'2 .0/. .1 .05 2.0 
9-Q 
-
9-11 237 1.1.. .. 62 .OJ.. 
6S 
S.E. 
NO. MEANS S.D. S.EM. DIFF. DIFF. G.R. 
9-o 
-
9-11 237 1.4. .62 .04 .1 .06 1.6 
s-o 
-8-11 138 1.3 .65 .05 
-
s-o 
-
8-11 138 1.3 .65 .05 .1 Alq .5 
7-o 
-
7-11 57 1.2 Ass .lQ 
7-o 
-
7-11 57 1.2 .58 .lC} .1 .20 1 ,l) 
6-0 
-6-ll 13 1.5 .51 .07 
NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFb.""llilJCE OF GADJS UJ I?El,JIDIAL CLASS FOR 
PUPILS FRON ONE HENTAL AGE LEV'&. TO THE NEXT HEN'I'AL AGE LEVEL 
r 
I 
• 
SECfiON G 
70 
In Section G - shows gains made by boys and girls after instruction 
for six weeks to one year in a remedial readihg class. 
r 
GAINS HADE HI SII.i:N'f IBADING BY BOYS AlJD GlliLS 
I 
GAINS BOYS GmLS TOT.AL 
3.9 - 4.1 1 1 
3.6 - 3.8 
3.3 - 3.5 5 1 6 
3.0 - 3.2 5 5 10 
2.7 - 2.9 15 10 25 
2.4 - 2.6 20 15 35 
2.1 - 2.3 90 16 106 
L8- 2.0 130 60 190 
1 .5 - 1.7 88 51 lll 
1 .. 2 - 1.4 98 50 148 
.9 - 1.1 llk 65 179 
.6 - .8 69 2k 93 
.3 - .5 10 20 30 
.o- .2 26 10 36 
TOTALS 670 330 1000 
mean gain :for boys. J. year, six months 
mean gain :for girls 1 yes:r, :four months 
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CHAPI'ER IV - SU1lll'IUa.ry 
The pur~se of this study is to show the relationship between in-
telligence and the amount of gains made by 1000 pupils after from six 
weeks to one year instruction in a remedial reading class. It also 
wishes to find out if there is any significant difference in gains 
made by 1000 pupils of different intelligence levels after nine weeks 
instruction in a remedial reading class; to find out if there is any 
significant difference in gains made by 1000 pupils of different chron-
ological ages and mental ages after from six weeks to one year instruc-
tion in a remedial reading class. 
According to the results of this study the relationship between 
gains made and intelligence for one thousand pupils after from six 
weeks to one year's instruction in a remedial reading class is .096. 
The I. Q. and amount of gains made in 9, 18, 27, and 36 weeks 
for pupils in 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th grades were recorded. All gains 
were then changed to show the amount of gains all pupils made in 9 
weeks according to grades, and means gains were given. 
Finally, I. Q. 1 s and gains made in 9 weeks by 1000 pupils were 
combined. The mean I.Q. is 98, the mean gain .8 or 8 months. 
The lowest gains, .7 or seven months were for pupils with I. Q. 
from 80-89. The highest gains .9 or nine months were for pupils with 
I. Q.s from 110-119. Pupils with I. Q. from 90-109 means gains were 
the same as pupils with I. Q. from 120 - 130+, .s or S months. This 
study shows there is no significant difference in gains made by pupils 
from one I. Q. level to the next I. Q. level. 
The chronological ages and amount of gains made in 9, lS, 27, and 
36 weeks by pupils according to grades were listed, means chronologi-
cal age and means gains given. These chronological ages and gains 
were then combined for 1000 pupils. The means gain is 1.5 or 1 year 
$ix 
fi¥e months. 
According to this study there is no significant difference in 
gains made by pupils from one chronological age level to the next 
chronological age level after spending from nine weeks to one y~r in 
a remedial reading class. The highest means gain , 1.7 was for pupils 
with ages from 12-0 to 12-11. The lo1wst, 1.3 was for pupils 1~th 
chronological ages from 13 and above. 
This study indicates there is no significant difference of gains 
in remedial reading class for pupils from one mental age level to the 
next mental age level. The highest means gain , 1.8 was for pupils 
with mental ages of 14 and above. The lowest means gains 1.2 was for 
pupils with mental ages of 7-0 to 7-11. Pupils with mental ages of 
6-0 to 6-11, 10-0 to 10-11, and 12-0 to 12-11 all had mean gains of 
CHAPTER V - Suggestions For Further Study 
l'hi.s study seems to indicate that there is no relationship in 
I. Q. and amount of gains made in Remedial Reading Class for 1000 
students. 
For f'urther study, it might be interesting to see how many 
pupils maintain ~· gains after returning to their regular class 
for reading instruction. Another important study would be to fol-
low these pupils records through high school and see how~ are 
abJ.e tD maintain bi.s or her g~ le.ve.1- throughout. th:is. period. 
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